
Technology is Making a 
Big Impact With a Small Agency

The Problem

Seiling, incorporated in 1909, is known as the “Crossroads of
Northwest Oklahoma” stemming from intersection of four 
major highways.  With deep roots in agriculture and oil 
production, this small, friendly town has an estimated 
population today of more than 900.

Commanded by Chief Kelly Meeks, the Seiling Police Dept.
has three full-time officers and reserve officers.  The entire
police department can write tickets and all court activites are
managed by the court clerk who processes tickets, prepares
dockets and reports to state agencies.

Since the 
implementation of

digiTICKET, the department 
has increased ticketing 

activity by 37% and
reduced court reporting

times by as much 
as 80%.

Requirements

The Solution

digiTICKET: Big Impact for Seiling PD. No Impact to Budget.

Chief Meeks was aware of ticketing applications that met his needs. 
However, those packages required a significant long-term 
investment and his department could not afford them.  In March 
2011, Chief Meeks learned about Saltus Technologies’ program 
                                requiring no lease or other long-term financial 
    contracts.  This program provides a complete 
           ticketing system with hardware, software, 
                warranties, and paper for a low monthly 
                                                        subscription fee, easily covered by the 
                                                          additional revenue generated.

                           The digiTICKET system met his 
                                                             technical requirements and his city 
       council approved the system in April.  
      Within six  weeks, digiTICKET  was 
    configured, deployed and in use by 
                   Seiling  officers.  Since that time, the 
                department has increased ticketing 
                              activity by 37%  and reduced the time 
      required for reporting to the court by 80% with  
              an automated download of ticket data into other 
  software applications. 

Along with the Chief’s daily duties of protecting Seiling’s citizens,
he was tasked to improve efficiency while reducing costs.  Recently, 
Chief Meeks was challenged with increasing patrol citation activity 
while reducing backend office support requirements.

The department had used hand-written paper tickets since it was 
founded in the 1930s.  The ticket process required officers to complete
up to 40 data fields for each violation.  Once back in the office, the 
tickets had to be keyed into a database by either an officers or the 
court clerks.  

These constraints resulted in not only lost department revenue, but 
also errors, lost tickets and time. 

 Officers were reluctant to write tickets because of 
 the extensive handwriting requirements

 Processing tickets in the office was difficult due
 to poor hand writing or missing tickets

 Extra effort was required to analyze ticket 
 statistics for the department or individual officers.

With limited resources, Chief Meeks researched ways to help solve 
his problem.  He needed a system that would help his department
without negatively impacting the town’s budget.

Some of the requirements included: 
                A ticket system that did not require a large capital investment 
                or a long-term contract

                Software that did not require an internal server or costly 
                maintenance and upkeep

                A system that simplified and sped up the ticket process for 
                officers and the Court

                Software that was straight forward so that reservists could 
                use the system too 
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